above, a map of X to K(Q, 2k + 1) representing any nonzero element of H 2k+1 (X; Q) induces isomorphisms on all homology groups, and is therefore, by Whitehead's theorems, a homotopy equivalence. Consequently, X is of type K(Q, 2k + 1). In particular, for any positive integer n and any nonnegative integer k, the 2^-fold suspension S 2n K(Q, 2k + 1) is of type K(Q, 2(fc + n) + 1). From the preceding discussion it follows that a space X of type K{Q, 2k + 1) has the following properties:
1. The Hurewicz homomorphisms from π^X) to Hi(X) are isomorphisms for all positive integers i.
2. The stable Hurewicz homomorphisms from the stable homotopy groups π\(X) to H^X) are isomorphisms for all ί.
3. The 2?ι-fold suspension homomorphism from ττ (X) to π i+2n (S 2n X) are isomorphisms for all i and n.
4. The 2^-fold homology suspension homomorphisms from Hi(Ω 2n X) to H i+2n (X) (where Ω denotes the loop-space functors) are isomorphisms for all i (provided n is not greater than k).
The canonical homomorphisms from TC^X) to ττf(X) are isomorphisms for all positive i.
The following sections will be devoted to the classification of spaces with these properties. All spaces are assumed to have homotopy type of connected CTF-complexes. II* Hurewicz homomorphisms and stable Hurewicz homomorphisms* LEMMA 1. If a group G has nontrίvial torsion, then either r) ) is nonzero (p any prime for which G has torsion, r any positive integer).
Proof. Under the hypothesis there exists, for some prime p, a monomorphism of Z p (the integers mod p) into G. The corresponding map from K(Z P , r) to K{G, r) then induces an epimorphism of 
it then follows that the second homomorphism is onto. The lemma will therefore be proved if we can exhibit an (r + 1)-dimensional mod p cohomology class on some space which is a reduced integral class and on which P 1 acts nontrivially. But if x is as in the proof of Lemma 1, then b(x) certainly has these properties.
LEMMA 3. If K(G, r) has no homology above dimension r (and G is nonzero), then r is odd and the rank of G (i.e. the dimension of the rational vector space G (g) Q) is one.
Proof. Since G is nonzero and, by Lemma 1, torsion-free, there exists a monomorphism of Z into G. The corresponding homomorphism of H r (K(G, r) ; Q) to H r (K(Z, r) ; Q) is then onto. When r is even, the generator of the second group has nonzero cup square, which leads to a contradiction of the hypothesis. If the rank of G were greater than one, there would exist monomorphisms of Z x Z into G.
;Q) would then be onto. But by the Kiinneth theorem there are nontrivial cup products in the latter space, again leading to a contradiction. Proof. That K(Q, 2k + 1) has this property was noted in §1. Since any nonzero subgroup G of Q can be represented as the direct limit of a sequence of monomorphisms of Z into itself, K(G, 1) can be built as K(Q, 1) was in §1, as the union of subcomplexes with the homotopy type of the circle. Thus, K{G, 1) has the desired property.
Conversely, suppose X has this property. For each positive integer i there is a map /* from X to K(Hi(X), i) which induces the identity on Hi (by the Universal Coefficient Theorem). Let K be the weakly topologized union of the spaces KiH^X), 1) x x K(H r (X), r), with the r-fold product imbedded in the (r + l)-fold product by choosing a base-point in K(H r+1 (X), r + 1). We may assume that/; takes the (i -l)-skeleton of X to the base point of K(Hi(X), i) f and there is then an induced map from X to K. The hypothesis on X together with the choice of the maps /* implies that this map induces isomorphisms on all homotopy groups, hence also on all homology groups. By the Kϋnneth theorem it results that none of the K(Hi(X), i) can have any homology above dimension i, and that for i Φ j the group H t (X) (x) H S (X) (and also Tor (Hi(X), H ό {X)) must be zero. Since the tensor product of two nonzero torsion-free groups is always nonzero, these conditions, together with the lemmas, finish the proof.
THEOREM 2. The stable Hurewicz homomorphίsms for a space X are all isomorphisms if and only if Hι{X) is torsion-free and divisible for every positive integer i.
Proof. First let us show that the second condition implies the first. It was seen in §1 that the stable Hurewicz homomorphisms are isomorphisms if X is the Moore space M(Q, 2k + 1). Since both homology and stable homotopy are generalized homology theories, the same holds for M(Q, 2k + 2) = SM(Q, 2k + 1). Since both functors take arbitrary one point unions to direct sums, it also holds for M (V, i) where V is any vector space over Q(i.e. any torsion-free divisible group). Now let X be any space with torsion-free divisible homology. By suspending, we may as well assume that X is simply connected. We shall show by induction on the difference between the integer r and the connectivity of X that the stable Hurewicz homomorphism in dimension r is an isomorphism. If this difference is one, the Hurewicz theorem gives the result. Suppose the difference is greater than one, and let X be (i -reconnected. Using the Hurewicz theorem, we may find a map / from M = M{Hι{X), i) to X inducing the identity on H^ Let C be the mapping cone of /. C is i-connected and we have the following commutative diagram with both rows exact:
I i i H r+1 (C) -H r (M) -> H r (X) -H r (C) -
We already know that the second and fifth vertical maps are isomorphisms. By the inductive hypothesis, so is the fourth. One half of the five lemma now implies that the third map is onto. But the difference on which we are inducting is the same for the first map as for the third, so the first must also be onto. The other half of the five lemma finishes this part of the proof. Now suppose that all stable Hurewicz homomorphisms for X are isomorphisms. Then S r+2p X has the property that its (ordinary) Hurewicz homomorphisms are isomorphisms up to dimension 2r+2(p -1) and an epimorphism in dimension 2r + 2p -1. Thus, as in the proof of Theorem 1, we may find a map from S r+2p X to
which is an isomorphism on homotopy groups up to dimension 2r+4p -1. The same then holds for homology by the Whitehead theorem, which implies that K(H r (X), 2r + 2p) has no homology in dimensions 2r + 4p -3, 2r + 4p -2, or 2r + ip -1. By Lemmas 1 and 2, this finishes the proof.
Ill* Suspension homomorphisms and their stabilizations* THEOREM 3. The n-fόld suspension homomorphism from π r (X) to π r+n (S n X) is an isomorphism for every r (n a fixed positive integer) if and only if either X is contractible or X = K(Q, 2k + 1) and n is even.
Proof. The implication in one direction was seen in §1. Suppose then that X has the property in question. This is equivalent to saying that the natural map from X to Ω n S n X induces isomorphisms on all homotopy groups. Consequently this map induces isomorphisms on cohomology in all dimensions over any coefficient group. But these maps on cohomology are left inverses to the cohomology suspension homomorphisms from H r+n (S n X; G) to H r (Ω n S n X; (?) (identifying the first of these with H r (X; G)). From the relationship between the transgression operator and the cohomology suspension it follows, since we have just shown the latter to be onto, that every element of H r (Ω n S n X; G) is transgressive with respect to the spectral sequence of the path fibration over Ω n~1 S n X, and in fact transgresses all the way up to H r+n (S n X; G). Note also that since all these fibrations have contractible total spaces, the transgressions are monomorphisms. Therefore, assuming henceforth that G is a field, it follows from the fact that the differentials of a spectral sequence are derivations with respect to the product structure, that the product of two linearly independent transgressive elements cannot be transgressive. Thus, the total reduced cohomology ring of Ω n S n X over G (and therefore also that of X) must be at most one-dimensional. Further, if G has characteristic other than 2, the square of a nonzero even dimensional transgressive element cannot be transgressive, so, in this case, any nontrivial cohomology must occur in an odd dimension.
What we have shown so far is that over any coefficient field G> the cohomology ring of Ω n S n X (and of X) is either trivial or is an exterior algebra on one generator x 9 and the dimension r of x is odd if G is not of characteristic 2. In the case where the cohomology ring is an exterior algebra, it follows from the spectral sequence that the cohomology ring of Ω n~ι S n X is the polynomial algebra generated by the transgression t(x). Now let G be the prime field Z v . The only remaining possibilities (by the Universal Coefficient Theorem) are that the homology of X is trivial, or else consists of one odd dimensional group isomorphic to Q. In the first case X is contractible, since π x {X) = π n+1 (S n X) is abelian. In the second case, it follows by induction that H*(Ω n~s S n X; Q) is either an exterior algebra or a polynomial algebra depending on whether s is even or odd. But for s = n we must get an exterior algebra, so n has to be even. Then S n X is a Moore space M(Q, n + r), and also an EilenbergMacLane space K{Q,nΛ-r) by §1, n + r being odd. Ω n S n X, and therefore also, X, must then be of type K(Q, r), which completes the proof.
COROLLARY (Theorem 4). If X is simply connected, then the homology suspension homomorphism from H r (Ω n X) to H r+n (X) is an isomorphism for every positive integer r (n a fixed positive integer) if and only if either X is contractible or X is of type K(Q, 2k + 1)
with n = 2i for some i not exceeding k.
Proof. The implication in one direction was seen in §1. Conversely, the condition on the homology suspension means that the natural map from S n Ω n X to X induces isomorphisms on homology: Since both spaces are simply connected, the Whitehead theorems imply that this map is a homotopy equivalence. Therefore, so is the induced map from Ω n {S n Ω n X) to Ω n (X). But this map is a left inverse to the natural map from Ω n X to Ω n S n (Ω n X). The latter map must then also be a homotopy equivalence. The result now follows easily from an application of Theorem 2 to Ω n X.
THEOREM 5. The canonical homomorphism from π r (X) to K(X) is an isomorphism for every positive integer r if and only if X is either contractible or of type K(Q, 2k Λ-1).
Proof. The implication in one direction was seen in §1. The Proof in the other direction is only a modification of the proof of Theorem 3. Indeed, the condition of this theorem is equivalent to the condition that the natural map from X to Ω n S n X induce isomorphisms on homotopy groups in dimensions up to n, for every integer n. The arguments of Theorem 3 imply, in this case, first that the dimension of the total reduced cohomology ring of X up to dimension n/2 over any coefficient field G is at most one, occurring in an odd dimension if G has characteristic other than 2, and second that there is no nontrivial mod p cohomology up to dimension (n/p)~l for any prime p. Since these facts hold for any integer n, it follows from the Universal Coefficient Theorem that X has the homology of a point or of a K{Q, 2k + 1). By Theorem 2 it has the right stable homotopy, and by the hypothesis of this theorem, the right homotopy.
